TO HIGHLIGHT WORLD EV DAY EVERRATI OPENS ORDER BOOK FOR BESPOKE EV
COMMISSIONS WITH £1,000 DEPOSIT SECURING BUILD-SLOTS
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Everrati’s electrified 911 (964) range, GT40 and Series IIA Land Rover models now
available to customise and order
Build-slots can be secured on all models with a deposit of £1,000
Everrati™’s mission is to redefine and futureproof iconic cars by upgrading them with
state-of-the-art EV technology
Online configurator: https://cc.everrati.com
Place your deposit: https://www.everrati.com/waitinglist/
Media assets: bit.ly/Everrati_model_range

Thursday 9th September 2021: Everrati Automotive Limited (Everrati™), the leading technology
company specialising in the redefining and futureproofing of automotive icons through the integration
of the very latest electric vehicle (EV) powertrains, has been inundated with enquires following recent
high-profile displays of its product ranges at both Salon Privé and Concours of Elegance.
Following this and in celebration of World EV Day, Everrati is delighted to announce that order books
are open for commissions of all models in its 911 (964) range, the GT40 created in partnership with
Superformance, and the Series IIA Land Rover model.
Everrati’s product portfolio has garnered extensive international interest and acclaim, as the
company’s revolutionary technologies and expertise are applied to some of the world’s most
celebrated cars.
Today, via Everrati’s website, a build-slot can be secured on all models with a deposit of £1,000. Each
bespoke commission is designed, developed, and manufactured at Everrati’s global headquarters in
Upper Heyford, Oxfordshire, England, by an elite team of experts from across the automotive,
aerospace and technology sectors.
Customers can experiment and personalise their own 964, GT40 and Series IIA commissions through
Everrati’s new online configurator, using a range of exterior paint colours, liveries and alloy wheel
finishes, and place their deposit online today via: https://www.everrati.com/waitinglist/

Everrati CEO, Justin Lunny, said: “We are delighted to open our order books for the wide range of
our electrified products. It has always been Everrati’s vision and mission to offer the most soughtafter, expertly manufactured, sustainable, technically advanced and zero-emission cars – and since
we announced our new models, interest from all over the world has been tremendous. Every Everrati
build is fully bespoke and we’re excited to work with customers, bringing their unique EV dream car to
life.”

911 (964) models
First introduced to the world in 1964, the 911 has since solidified its place in automotive history as the
most iconic sports car of all time with its revolutionary design and supreme performance engineering.
The 964 generation was first brought to market in 1989 in Coupe, Targa and Cabriolet specifications.
Today, Everrati’s interpretation of this timeless classic sees the car restored to the highest level and
fitted with a state-of-the-art battery pack capable of emission-free driving.
Maintaining the structural integrity of the original, Everrati’s offers the 964 in Coupe, Targa and
Cabriolet configurations, with the option to fully reverse the EV conversion process if desired. A
53kWh battery pack with a range of over 180 miles produces 440bhp and 460Nm of torque,
accelerating the car to 60mph in just 4.5 seconds. Prices for each commission begin at £200,000 plus
relevant taxes, based on a customer-supplied donor car.
Revealed in May 2021, Everrati’s ‘Signature’ wide body version of the 964 features carbon fibre
bodywork elements and is able to achieve sub-4-second 0-60mph performance in conjunction with
the optional Performance Pack. 500bhp and 550Nm are sent directly to the rear wheels for
instantaneous performance, with almost identical weight distribution maintaining and enhancing the
soul of the original. Prices for each commission begin at £250,000 plus relevant taxes, based on a
customer-supplied donor car.
With a shared passion for clean technology in partnership with Gulf, Everrati is accepting orders for
the 911 (964) Gulf Signature Edition, decorated with the renowned Gulf orange and blue race car
livery. Gulf’s strong brand presence stems back to the glory days of motorsports and their infamous
racing colours will now grace future Everrati models of the customers’ choosing. A number of options
are available including hand-painted livery.

GT40
One of the automotive world’s most recognisable and distinctive designs, on road and on track. Now
in the expert hands of Everrati and Superformance, this electrified version of the legendary GT40 has
been comprehensively adapted from ICE power to advanced electric propulsion.
With an astonishing 800BHP (peak) and 800Nm and utilising a 700v system voltage, the GT40
demonstrates Everrati’s superiority in EV drivetrain technologies.
Meticulous attention to detail is being applied to key factors such as battery location and weight
distribution to maintain and enhance the character and soul of the original. Further details on this first
new model from the partnership and reimagined icon will be announced in the coming months, yet
deposits can now be placed to secure build slots.

Series IIA Land Rover
Renowned as one of the most iconic off-road vehicles since its launch over 60 years ago, the Series
IIA Land Rover is an unmistakable British legend. Restored to the highest level, Everrati has now
redefined this undisputed icon from a 1960’s utilitarian vehicle into a beautiful, zero-emissions vehicle,
suitable for the 21st century.

Housing Everrati’s state-of-the-art electric powertrain, the Series IIA is has a zero-emission range of
over 100 miles, combined with AC and DC fast charging capability. The car’s 60kWh battery produces
150bhp and 300Nm in both two-wheel drive and four-wheel drive modes.
Prices for each commission begin at £150,000 plus relevant taxes, based on a customer-supplied
donor car.
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About Everrati™
Everrati™ – Everrati™ was founded in 2019 by fintech entrepreneur Justin Lunny, and long-term
automotive specialist Nick Williams.
Both car enthusiasts from an early age, they became increasingly conscious of the wider impact
combustion engines have on the environment.
Everrati was formed to redefine some of the world’s most iconic and performance cars enabling them
to be used in a clean air, low-carbon world.
Today, Everrati™ offers its customers the ability to commission their own electric Mercedes-Benz SL
W113 Pagoda, Porsche 911 (964) Coupe, Targa and Convertible including Limited Edition models
such as the officially licenced Gulf Signature Edition, and Land Rover Series IIA in a range of
configurations.
Everrati™ designs, engineers and develops electric cars from a bespoke facility in Upper Heyford,
Oxfordshire.
Notes to editors
Everrati™ restores and modifies classic and iconic Porsche cars for its customers to enable them to
be used and enjoyed in a low carbon world. Everrati™ does not manufacture vehicles. Everrati™ is
not sponsored, associated, approved, endorsed, nor, in any way, affiliated with Dr. Ing. h.c.F.
Porsche, AG (www.porsche.com), Porsche Cars Great Britain, or any other subsidiary or
representative of Porsche. The Porsche® name and crest are trademarks of Dr. Ing. h.c.F. Porsche
AG, and any other products mentioned are the trademarks of their respective holders. All brand
names, logos and crests along with any other products mentioned are the trademarks of their
respective holders. Any mention of trademarked names or other marks is for purpose of reference
only. Everrati respectfully requests that these iconic cars should not under any circumstances be
referred to as an Everrati Porsche, Everrati 911 or in any manner that suggests it is anything other
than a Porsche® 911®
Everrati™ is not sponsored, associated, approved, endorsed, nor, in any way, affiliated with Jaguar
Land Rover Ltd (www.landrover.co.uk), or any other subsidiary or representative of Land Rover. The
Land Rover® name and Badge are trademarks of Jaguar Land Rover Ltd, and any other products
mentioned are the trademarks of their respective holders. All brand names, logos and crests along
with any other products mentioned are the trademarks of their respective holders. Any mention of
trademarked names or other marks is for purpose of reference only. Everrati respectfully requests that
these iconic cars should not under any circumstances be referred to as an Everrati Land Rover,
Everrati Series IIA or in any manner that suggests it is anything other than a Land Rover.
Safir GT40 Spares - Safir GT40 Spares, owner of the GT40 Trademark is proud to participate within
the motorsport community to preserve and promote the iconic GT40 automobile.

Superformance – Since 1994, Superformance LLC has been distributing complete Continuation
Shelby Cobras, Daytona’s, Corvettes, Grand Sports and GT40’s, along with rolling chassis replicas.
Superformance products are aesthetically and dimensionally correct and are engineered in the image
of some of the most iconic classic sports cars. All vehicles are built under license from trademark
holders including Ford, Shelby, GM and SAFIR GT40, adding authenticity and value.
The Superformance factory is one of the world's largest specialty car production facilities. It has
produced and distributed more than 5,500 rolling chassis through 25 independent dealerships
worldwide. The Superformance rolling chassis is completely assembled and ready for the buyer to
install a drivetrain of their choice.
Superformance has an owner's forum and car registry; the Shelby’s are eligible for the Shelby
Registry. Additional information is available at www.superformance.com, info@Superformance.com or
by calling a USA dealer at (800) 297-6253 or the corporate headquarters at 949) 900-1950.

